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LIEBERT UNDERSTANDS THE NEED
FOR PRECISION AND RELIABILITY…
AND WHY THIS IS SO 
IMPORTANT TO YOU

For sensitive electronics, environmental control is more than

simple cooling. “Comfort” air conditioning systems are

designed to cool people and office space. They simply cannot

provide the kind of environment required by high

performance computer or communication equipment. 

Why You Can’t Take Chances 
When Cooling Your Critical Space

The high density heat load in a computer room or

other similar application is simply beyond the capacity

of ordinary air conditioning systems.

Standard building cooling systems are designed to keep

people comfortable 8-12 hours each day, five days a week

and only during the warmest months.

Sensitive electronics must be maintained in a stable

environment of 68°F to 77°F (20°C to 25°C) with a relative

humidity of 40% to 55%. Because computers and

communications equipment generate large quantities of

heat in small areas, six to 10 times the heat density of normal

office space, the air conditioning system must have more

than just enough cooling capacity. It must have the precision

to react quickly to a drastic change in heat load and prevent

wide temperature fluctuations — something a large building

HVAC system cannot do. 

A Tradition Of Reliability You Can Count On
Liebert Mission Critical Cooling equipment is the standard 

by which all others are judged. The number of units that are in

the field far exceeds the combined number of all other brands.

9 out of 10 Fortune 500 Companies use Liebert cooling systems. 

Liebert precision cooling systems are used in the most

demanding, critical applications in the world. From banking to

government to corporate computer and communications

centers, when it has to be the best — this is the brand of choice.

Why You Should Specify Liebert Over
Competitive Precision Systems

Proper protection of critical facilities takes more than

bolting together pre-engineered computer room cooling

modules. In many cases, your critical systems are only as

reliable as the support equipment protecting them.

Compromising on a less capable precision cooling system

can compromise your operations. Your critical operations

demand support equipment that can provide the highest

level of reliability.
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Primary precision air
conditioning systems
keep room temperature
and humidity within
this area of control.

A data center with mission critical
operations requires tightly controlled
environmental parameters — dew 
point, temperature and relative
humidity. Types of equipment 
typically found in these facilities 
are enterprise servers and 
storage products.
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Designed For Reliability
Because electronic system availability is

required 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
the environmental control system must
meet the same demands. The Liebert DS 
is designed with the highest quality
components selected for their proven
reliability. Microprocessor technology
adds automatic sequencing of
components to even wear and extend
service life. Automatic cleaning cycles can
be programmed to match local water
conditions. An alarm system and self-
diagnostics provide rapid troubleshooting
and can prevent a problem before it
affects the electronic equipment room
environment.

Year-Round Operation Under Any
Climate Conditions

Comfort conditioning systems cannot
be relied upon 24 hours per day 365 days
per year. They are typically designed to
operate 10 hours per day, from spring to
autumn. Many comfort systems have no
provision for winter operation. A precision
environmental control system is designed
to operate over a wide range of ambient
temperatures from as low as –30°F 
(-34.4°C) up to 120°F (48.9°C).

Precise Temperature And 
Humidity Control

The environmental control system
must be able to sense and react to
temperature and humidity fluctuations
far too small for building HVAC systems
to control. The Liebert DS is capable of
responding to changes as small as
±1°F (°C) and ±1% RH. By analyzing the
rate of change in temperature or the
moisture content in the environment,
the control system anticipates what is
going to happen in the room, not
simply respond to what has happened.

THE LIEBERT DS
IS DESIGNED
AND BUILT LIKE
NO OTHER

Engineering Excellence Goes
Into Every Liebert DS

The Liebert DS is based on the proven design and

technology of Liebert Deluxe Systems used in thousands 

of critical data centers around the world since 1965. 

Full scale analysis and evaluation of the Liebert DS during all

phases of development and production is your assurance of

the most advanced performance and highest quality. Units are

thoroughly tested under a wide variety of temperature and

humidity conditions.
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ENGINEERED FOR STRENGTH
AND APPLICATION FLEXIBILITY

The Liebert DS is designed to fit virtually any room application

requiring high level precision control of room environment,

including temperature, humidity, filtration and airflow.

Downflow Configurations
Designed for use in raised floor applications, such as data

centers, the Liebert DS downflow configuration combines

top air return with bottom air supply to circulate air

underneath the floor.

Quality, Rugged Construction
The durable design of the Liebert DS provides a stable,

virtually vibrationless platform for compressor and fan

operation.

Autophoretic® frame coating — protects frame against

corrosion for years of reliable service.

Welded frame — 14 gauge steel provides rugged

construction, proven to withstand shipping and 

handling through ISTA certified ship testing.

Durable powder coated exterior panels — look 

good and stay that way.

Slot and tab sheet metal — for consistent, quality

construction.

Optional double-skin panels — eliminate insulation in the

air stream.

Optional Floorstands — Adjustable standard and seismic-

rated floorstands allow for installation and connection of the

system prior to the installation of the raised floor. Available

in heights from 6” to 36” (152 to 914 mm). A field installed

turning vane may be specified.  

Designed For Energy Efficiency
Liebert is dedicated to providing maximum energy

efficiency in its precision cooling systems without

compromising the accuracy and reliability demanded by

sensitive electronics. All enhancements to energy efficiency

are designed to reduce operating time of key components

and increase the Mean Time Between Failure. This is

accomplished by taking advantage of alternate sources 

of cooling without being dependent on their availability 

or by minimizing compressor operation when heat loads in

the conditioned space are lower. Energy savings is also

gained through the use of high efficiency components 

such as advanced digital scroll and 4-step semi-hermetic

compressors. 



Front Access And Serviceability
Save Valuable Floor Space

Total front access provides space and

serviceability benefits not found on

previous models or competitive units.

The Liebert DS can be placed adjacent to

or in back of other equipment or against

a wall or partition.

All key components visible and

accessible — from the front of the unit 

for easy maintenance and removal.

Compressors removable from front —

isolated from air stream for easier

maintenance.
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Modular Frame
Construction

The unit’s modular frame

construction allows even more

flexibility in meeting specific needs

for installation, energy efficiency

and other special requirements.

Frame can be field separated into

three sections — enables unit to fit

into small elevators or through

other tight spaces.



Blower system/belt  tensioning:

• Self-tensioning motor base 

increases belt life and reliability of

shaft and bearings.

• Keeps constant tension on belt.

• Maintains good sheave and 

pulley alignment.

• Prevents over-tightening.

• Dual belts for 100% redundancy.
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AIR DELIVERY SYSTEM DESIGNED 
FOR OPTIMIZED AIR DISTRIBUTION

Computers and other sensitive electronics

require greater air volumes than comfort

air conditioning can provide. The high

density heat load in the relatively small

space of a data center requires more air

changes to remove heat properly. A key 

to the outstanding performance of the

Liebert DS is its optimized air delivery

design. It combines high efficiency and

effective air handling to deliver reliable,

constant cooling under the most

demanding conditions. 

Blower System

Clean, even air distribution is supplied by large capacity

fans, which are statically and dynamically balanced to

minimize vibration. Air is drawn evenly and at low velocity

through the system, using less fan motor energy and

operating more quietly than forced air blowers. Filtered air

at the right temperature and humidity is fed positively and

evenly into the room.

Static regain 
duct — improves
underfloor air
distribution.

Centrifugal
blowers — enable
performance over
a wide range of air
volume and static
pressure ranges. 

Constant delivery
of full airflow — 
to keep delivering
cold air whenever
needed.

Flexibility for 
high filtration or
external static
pressures up 
to 1.5" (60 Pa).

Pillow block fan
bearing — with
minimum L3 life 
of 200,000 hours.

High efficiency
motor meets
NEMA Premium
motor standard.

5-YEAR WARRANTY on drive
components (bearings, belts,
shaft, pulleys)
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Motors

The Liebert DS features fan 

motors that are optimized for 

reliability and energy efficiency.

High efficiency open drip 

proof motor meets NEMA 

Premium motor standard.

Location for 
optional secondary
disconnect switch.

Motor Options
•Optional TEFC (totally enclosed

fan-cooled) motors — for rugged

industrial environments.

•Optional larger horsepower

motors available — for higher air

volume or higher static pressures. 

Electric Panel

The electric panel of the Liebert DS is

designed for easy access to critical

electrical and control components.

Optional
disconnect switch
— available as non-
locking or locking.

Individually fused
components, 
high interrupt
rating, and cooler
operating fuses 
for maximum
reliability"

Low voltage
terminal strip —
provides
connection
flexibility.

Also available with
optional solidstate
contactors -
utilized on SCR
reheat for tight
temperature
applications

Deadfront panel —
covers high
voltage section.

Control interface
board — for easy
access.

Local Monitoring And Control Options
• Dual float condensate pump — installed in unit, with secondary float to shutdown 

unit and trigger alarm if high water detected

• Optional Low Voltage Terminal Package — two extra n/o common alarm contacts, 

two extra remote shutdown terminals, one main fan auxilliary contact, water sensor 

signal shuts down unit, and provides dry contact (water sensor not included).

• Smoke sensor — senses the return air, shuts down the unit upon detection, and sends

visual and audible alarm. Dry contacts are available for a remote customer alarm.

• High temperature sensor — alerts users to any high temperature situations 

within the system. Senses return air temperature and shuts down unit if temperature

exceeds 125°F (51.7°C)

• Analog input wiring — includes four customer accessible analog inputs for 

sensors provided by others. The analog inputs accept a 4 to 20 mA signal. Gains for 

each input are programmable from the front panel. 

• Compressor overload — activates an audible and visual alarm in the event 

of a compressor overload.

• Main Fan Overload - activates an audible and visual alarm in the event of a 

motor overload.



At the heart of the Liebert DS are its

cooling system components, each

designed to provide maximum reliability.
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A-frame coil
This Liebert designed and manufactured A-Frame coil

features a large face area/low face velocity design for precise

control of cooling and dehumidification — and is designed to

optimize heat transfer and minimize pressure drop. 

Dual Refrigeration Circuits For Redundancy
Dual compressors and refrigeration circuits assure reliability

and feature automatic sequencing for even wear of

components. 

• Components include — dual compressors and dual

refrigeration circuits enabling the system to operate even if

one circuit fails.

• Pump-down evacuation of refrigerant from compressor

crankcase — shields the compressors from the "hard starts"

that can shorten their life.

Draw through design
— pulls air evenly
through the cooling
coil, reheat and
humidification
systems. 

Maximizes coil area —
reduces air velocity,
lowers chance of
water blowing off
coil, results in far less
turbulence with
superior efficiencies
in heat transfer.

Optional polymeric
coating on coils —
protects against
corrosion due to harsh
environments.

Refrigeration System Features
Each refrigeration circuit includes:

• Sight glasses — serve as a means of quick visual inspection

to determine if there is moisture in the system and if the

system is properly charged.

• Refrigerant dehydrators — assure a moisture-free

refrigerant system for extended component life.

• Expansion valve — externally equalized expansion 

valves smoothly control refrigerant flow during indoor 

heat loads and outdoor ambients by controlling 

evaporator superheat.

• Muffler — specially engineered mufflers afford a quiet

pulsation free refrigeration system.

• Safety controls — Each compressor has an automatic reset

high pressure switch, that locks-out after the third trip.  A

low pressure transducer protects against coil freezing and

low refrigerant pressure.

RELIABLE, EFFICIENT
COOLING SYSTEM



Optional econo-coil —
nested within A-frame
coil to minimize air
pressure drop 
and increase efficiency

Provides redundancy 
and energy savings —
for increased ROI.

Optional 70/30 Cu/Ni
free-cooling coil —
must be specified to
prevent tube
corrosion when using
with a cooling tower
loop or other open
water system.

Dual Cooling coil —
increases availability by
using building chilled
water as primary,
compressor as back-up.
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DUAL COOLING OPTION
INCREASES ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND RELIABILITY

Dual Cool
Utilizing this option, a conventional air cooled Liebert DS 

is converted to a dual source cooling system by the addition

of a second coil that utilizes a central building chiller supply.

Using a modulating control valve and a comparative

temperature sensor, the unit can function either as a 

chilled water system, as a compressorized system — 

or a combination of both. 

During times when the chiller supply is available,

compressor operation is eliminated, reducing energy costs.

Switchover between the two cooling modes is performed

automatically by a microprocessor control and temperature

sensor. In addition to energy efficiency, this option can

provide increased redundancy and flexibility to the

environmental control system.

For even greater efficiency, Liebert offers energy efficient

alternatives such as its Dual Cool option, which provide

compressorless operation, where climate permits, to

substantially reduce energy costs. 

Modulating econo-
coil valve controls
chilled water for
dual-cooling
systems



CONTROLLING THE
CRITICAL ENVIRONMENT

A key to the ability of a quality 

Mission Critical Cooling system to 

control conditions within the critical

space is its “sensible heat ratio.” 

Unlike people, computers generate

dry or “sensible” heat, but not

humidity. With a large percentage of

their total capacity devoted to the

removal of moisture, comfort systems

can lower room humidity far below

acceptable standards for electronic

equipment — and they have no

provisions for adding moisture. 

To correct this situation, precision air

conditioning systems typically have a

high ratio of sensible-to-total cooling

capacity to remove heat from the air.

This capability is provided through the

use of integrated humidification

systems to provide the necessary level

of moisture control, higher air supply

capacity and larger coil size. 

Humidity Control
Maintaining the correct humidity level in the room is just as important as

maintaining proper temperature. Inadequate humidity control can cause static

electricity if it’s too dry — or condensation that can corrode circuitry if the air is

too moist. Comfort cooling systems can lower room humidity far below

acceptable standards for electronic equipment — and they usually have no

provisions for adding moisture. The Liebert DS utilizes an integrated

humidification system to provide the necessary level of moisture control.
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Dehumidification Control
The compressors operate at full capacity during dehumidification. The

precision control of the Liebert DS saves energy by tightly regulating

compressor operation and avoiding over-dehumidification that causes the

humidifier to come on when not needed.

Optional Steam Generating
Canister Humidifier
• Utilizes replaceable bottle—

requires a specific water quality

level for optimum operation.

• Utilizes a drain and refill cycle—

to maintain a current setpoint.

Standard Infrared Humidifier
Instant humidification — on when needed, 
off when not needed.

Humidifier make-up
valve controls flow
of water to the
humidifier pan.

Does not depend on water quality —
high intensity quartz lamps shine on
water creating instantaneous
moisture using almost any water
quality.

Pure water vapor
— provides most
effective
humidification.



High water float
switch — shuts
down humidifier
upon high water.
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Filtration System
The Liebert DS features integral air filtration to protect

against airborne contaminants within the critical

environment. Without proper air filtration, even small

amounts of dust and other particles can damage storage

media and charged electronic components.

• High efficiency air-filtration — removes damaging

particles from air.

• Provides reliable operation — under a variety of

conditions.

• Standard filter — 4” deep, MERV 8. (45% ASHRAE 52.1).

• Optional high efficiency filter — 4” deep, MERV 11 (60-

65% ASHRAE 52.1)

• Optional 2" MERV 7 pre-filter with 2" MERV 11 filter.

• V bank filter arrangement — reduces air pressure 

drop, top filter access.

Reheat Function 
The reheat function of the Liebert DS is primarily 

used to keep the temperature from going too low 

during the dehumidification cycle.

Standard Reheat 
• Three-stage electric reheat — low watt-density, 304

stainless-steel fin-tubular reheat, location maximizes

airflow to maximize element life and improve reliability.

Reheat Options
• SCR electric reheat — For

specialized applications requiring

tight temperature control.

Multiple pulses of reheat vs. three

equal stages provide smooth

temperature adjustment. 

• Optional hot water reheat —

Uses existing building hot water,

saving energy.

• Reheat/humidifier lockout —

Reduces power requirements

during emergency power

operation.

Autoflush system
— reduces build-up
mineral deposits
and impurities in
the water pan. 

Bypass air slots —
ensure that
moisture can be
introduced into air
stream.

Cleanable stainless
steel humidifier
pan — removable
from front.



A CHOICE OF COMPRESSORS OFFERS 
HIGHER EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY
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Four-Step Semi-Hermetic Compressors
The Liebert DS Four-Step system achieves higher levels

of energy efficiency through the integration of two

high-efficiency semi-hermetic compressors with

capacity control valves, a microprocessor control 

system and a computer-optimized cooling coil. 

The Four-Step system reduces compressor cooling

capacity and energy consumption during periods of 

low room load conditions. This is accomplished by

means of a specially designed control system and

unloaders on one head of each of the two semi-hermetic

compressors. As a result, four distinct stages of cooling

are activated to more closely respond to changing room

conditions. Reliability is enhanced by fewer and less

stressful compressor starts for reduced wear.

• Less compressor cycling — means longer life, 

less energy use.

• Temperature control — better than standard 

2-step compressor.

• Unloading the compressor — changes the 

system operating point, increases efficiency.

• Multiple steps — mean better load tracking.

• Efficiency goes up — as evaporation temperature

increases and condensing temperature decreases.

• Optional crankcase heater — for quick 

start operation.

New Refrigerants To Meet 
Government Regulations

Without the ability to utilize newer environmentally-

friendly refrigerants, your cooling equipment could  become

obsolete and “out of compliance.” The Montreal Protocol 

and EPA Clean Air Act requires cooling manufacturers to

switch to “green” refrigerants by 2010.

• R-22 — is standard refrigerant used in Liebert DS

• R-407C — Liebert’s choice for optional  “green” refrigerant

to meet future environmental standards. This is the best fit

for Liebert applications, with near drop-in replacement. 

• Field convert — from R-22 to R-407C when required.

100% 100%
88%

75% 76%

50%

38%

25%

Step Four

Capacity                   Energy                   Energy Savings

Step Three Step Two Step One

Energy Savings

4-Step Compressor Operation Improves 

Energy Efficiency Ratio



50% Load

33% Load

7.5 secs

7.5 secs
0%

capacity

100%
capacity

15 secs

15 secs

10 secs

5 secs

10 secs

5 secs

10 secs

5 secs
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Digital Scroll Compressors
No other precision air conditioning product line offers 

as many choices for energy efficiency as the Liebert DS. 

The exclusive digital scroll compressor option utilizes the

latest control technology to deliver significantly higher

energy efficiency.

• Provides a variable capacity system — for maximum

load tracking, reduced compressor cycling and minimized

compressor wear.

• Optional crankcase heater — for quick start operation.

• Saves energy over single-stage  compressors.

• Improves reliability by reducing compressor cycling.

Digital Scroll Capacity Control Diagram

Load

10%

100%

Digital Scroll Capacity Control Mechanism

C
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Removable display — makes
servicing easier.

Parts list available on control —
for easier maintenance.

Monitoring capability — to be able to
react to problems and fix them before
they affect room operation.

Monitors all key system functions —
reports to alarm, if needed.
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LIEBERT

The Liebert iCOM™ control system featured on the Liebert DS

brings high-level supervision to multiple units allowing them to

work together as a single system to optimize room performance.

The Liebert iCOM™ control system offers a variety of advantages.

Optional Wall
Mounted Large
Graphic Display

Small Graphic Display

Intelligent Communications 
And Monitoring
• Saves Energy — Using Predictive Humidity Control.

• Built-in Lead/Lag Functions — For enhanced 

system reliability.

• Wellness Calculation — Alerts service personnel 

before problems occur.

• Unit to Unit Communications — Allows Lead/Lag 

and optional teamwork settings for maximum 

flexibility of control.

TM
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Large Graphic Display

Additional Views Available
with Large Graphic Displays
• System View — Allows you to see the

average operation of the “system” or

all units that are working together in

Unit to Unit (U2U) Communication

mode for Teamwork or Lead/Lag from

a centralized location.

• Spare Parts List — Critical spare part

numbers are saved in unit memory

and may be displayed on the Large

Graphic Display, speeding

identification of parts.

• On-line Set-up Assistant — On-line

“assistant” for guidance during initial

set-up and routine maintenance.

• Unit Diary — Free field area within

the unit memory where unit

maintenance shares history with any

authorized users or logged-in service

contacts, including record of what

others have done.

Compressors ON

Compressors ON

Compressors ON

NO LOADUNBALANCED LOAD

Control Disables  
Heaters In "Cold" Zone

Unit 2 Unit 3Unit 1

Unit 6 Unit 5 Unit 4

Power

Switch or Hub

U2U Configuration 
Example of System Network Wiring
5 units with Small Graphic, 1 Large Graphic wall-mounted

Teamwork
Prevents units from fighting each other in rooms with 
unbalanced loads

Set-up Assistant

Unit DiarySpare Parts

Standby Settings
(Lead/Lag Set-up)

Maintenance/
Wellness Set-up
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STAND-ALONE MONITORING AND
LEAK DETECTION SOLUTIONS

Autonomous microprocessor controlled modules are available to provide

supervision, control and remote notification of Liebert precision cooling

equipment. These stand-alone devices include: 

Liebert Universal Monitor
The Liebert Universal Monitor is an all-purpose easy 

to use, microprocessor-based monitoring panel with

connections for digital inputs, digital outputs, and analog

inputs. Designed to bring critical monitoring information

directly to your facility or offsite location, the unit includes

an on-board modem to provide remote monitoring while

minimizing configuration and installation requirements. 

It features a built-in LCD user interface, making the panel 

self contained and accessible without additional hardware

and software.

Liebert OpenComms EM
The Liebert OpenComms EM is a compact device designed

to monitor temperature, humidity and contact closures and

notify personnel when those conditions exceed user-defined

limits.  A WEB interface allows easy configuration,

monitoring and control.  Alarms are sent via e-mail and

SNMP traps to allow for direct notifications and Nform

conectivity.

Liebert Control Panels
The Liebert Controllers monitor running and stand-by

environmental units for proper operation, switching

operation to a redundant unit in the event of a problem. The

controllers will also balance the runtime of environmental

systems for even wear and long system life. When an alarm 

is detected, the control module automatically transfers to a

redundant unit, ensuring the proper climate for sensitive

electronic equipment.

Liebert Leak Detection Modules
Liebert Liqui-tect® leak detection systems provide 

quick sensing and accurate reporting of leaks below 

the floor or above the ceiling in critical facilities. 

These reliable systems provide immediate warning 

and precise location, allowing you to find and 

correct a leak before moisture can damage computers,

wiring connections or other sensitive electronics.

Liebert Environmental DO Interface Card 
The Liebert Environmental DO Interface Card provides

individual contact-closure outputs for status and alarms of

your Liebert environmental unit. The card includes 16

discrete contact-closure outputs, corresponding to status

and major alarm conditions of microprocessor controlled

Liebert precision air conditioning systems. It offers a "plug-

and-play" solution for connecting these units to building

management systems, I/O or alarm panels, and

autodialer devices.

Temperature and Humidity Recorder
A seven-day temperature and humidity recorder permits

close examination of computer room environment condition

and can be used as a permanent record of the environmental

control system's operation efficiency.

Liebert Universal Monitor

Liebert
Autochangeover
Control Panel



COMPREHENSIVE REMOTE
MONITORING SOLUTIONS

You will find a full range of monitoring and control systems, communications modules

designed to interface Liebert equipment with a variety of building management

systems, plus stand-alone monitoring, control and leak detection devices.

Enterprise Monitoring
Systems

Liebert SiteScan™ Web is a

comprehensive critical systems

monitoring solution dedicated to

ensuring reliability through graphics,

event management and data

extrapolation. The standard Web

interface allows users easy access from

anywhere at anytime. 

• Single and multi-site applications.

• Event management and 

unit control.

• Trend and historical data 

captures and reporting.

• Full ASHRAE BACnet 

compatibility.

• Java based.

• Windows 2000 and XP compatible.

Liebert SiteScan Web system

hardware and third party interface

components provide the connectivity

you need to effectively manage a wide

variety of equipment and systems:

Liebert SiteLink — provides two-way

communication between an existing

building management system and up to

12 Liebert units via MODBus or BACnet.

Liebert Site I/O — Integrates sensors

and contacts.

Liebert Site TPI — Integrates non-

Liebert equipment.

Network Monitoring Systems
The OpenComms™ family of products leverages one-to-one unit

connections and your existing network for a comprehensive monitoring

solution for distributed equipment.

Remote monitoring and control of Liebert precision air conditioning units can be

accomplished conveniently and cost-effectively through your network with the

addition of the Liebert OpenComms NIC (network interface card). For the first

time, the system that monitors your computing, communication and facility

infrastructure can also monitor your Liebert equipment.

• Web interface for viewing and control.

• MODbus interface for building management systems.

• SNMP interface for network management systems.

Liebert OpenComms Web Card

For enhanced UPS communications and control, the Liebert OpenComms Web

Card will deliver SNMP and web-management capability to any Liebert UPS system

with an Intellislot port. 

• Tracks a wide range of UPS operating parameters and alarms.

• Transmits data over the network using SNMP or through a direct connection to

the UPS via a web browser. 

Liebert OpenComms Nform

Liebert OpenComms Nform centralizes the management of your distributed

Liebert network equipment. OpenComms Nform software solution combines full-

scale monitoring with the use of the existing network infrastructure — 

so the cost of dedicated, out-of-band communications cabling is eliminated. It is

both scalable and adaptable so it can grow as your systems expand and needs

change. 

• Centralized monitoring of any Liebert SNMP enabled device that supports a

network interface.

• Event and alarm management.

• Adaptable and configurable graphical user interface.

• Windows NT, 2000 and XP compatible.

17
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HEAT REJECTION SYSTEMS

Liebert Condensers
Only Liebert manufactures its own

high-efficiency, air cooled condensers

that are precisely matched to the

heat rejection requirements of our

precision air conditioning systems.

Constructed with an aluminum

cabinet and a copper-tube aluminum-

fin coil, these exceptionally

dependable units are corrosion

resistant and designed to operate for

prolonged periods of exposure to the

worst weather conditions. Liebert

condensers are fully factory wired

and tested for easy installation. 

• Wide range of capacities — including horizontal and

vertical airflow configurations. 

• Standard units — ambient temperature ratings of 85°F

(29.4°C) to 105°F (40.6°C).

• Liebert Lee-Temp option — winter control system’s

heated receivers permit startup and positive head pressure

control at ambient temperatures as low as -30°F (-34.4°C).

• Fan Speed Control — winter control system features a

variable speed motor specifically designed to be used in

conjunction with the solidstate fan-speed control

transducer. These transducers directly sense the head

pressure of either of the compressors and vary the speed of

the fan to maintain constant condensing temperature and

system capacity. This system allows for operation at

ambient temperatures as low as -20°F (-28.9°C).  

• Indoor piggyback condensers — convert Liebert

environmental control units to completely self-contained

systems in applications where an outdoor heat rejection

location is not practical, such as high-rise buildings.

• Indoor centrifugal condensers — high rise applications

where outdoor heat rejection is not available

• High ambient condensers — utilize increased coil surfaces

for operation in outdoor climates up to 

120°F (48.9°C). 

Quiet-Line™ condensers — operate with
the lowest noise level of any heat
rejection equipment available, offering
levels of less than 57 dBA.



LIEBERT DS MODEL NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

D S 0 3 5 A U A 0 E I * * * *

Cooling Type

A = Air-Cooled

D = Dual-Cooling, Air-Cooled

Compressor

U - Semi-hermetic with four-step, R-407C

S - Scroll, R-407C

D - Digital Scroll, R-407C

M - Semi-hermetic, R-22C

R - Scroll, R-22C

G - Digital, R-22C

Nominal kW

028,035, 042

Rev Level

= Rev 0

Air Distribution

DS = Downflow Standard

Humidification

0 - None

I - Infrared

S - Steam Generating

Canister

Reheat Type

0 - None

E - 3-stage electric

S - SCR

W - Hot water

Voltage

A - 460/3/60

B - 575/3/60

C - 208/3/60

D - 230/3/60

2 - 380/3/60

Factory Configuration 

Number
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Table 1 Air-cooled capacity data, R-22 refrigerant

Model Size 028 035 042

FOUR-STEP SEMI-HERMETIC COMPRESSOR

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Standard Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 34.9 (119,000) 34.7 (118,400) 42.0 (143,400)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 28.0 (95,500) 30.6 (104,300) 35.8 (122,200)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 33.4 (113,900) 33.2 (113,300) 40.1 (136,700)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 27.5 (93,700) 29.9 (102,100) 35.0 (119,300)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 32.2 (110,000) 32.4 (110,600) 38.7 (132,100)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 29.2 (99,700) 32.4 (110,600) 38.7 (132,100)

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Optional Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 34.8 (118,800) 33.8 (115,200) 41.4 (141,200)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 30.6 (104,500) 33.8 (115,200) 36.5 (124,700)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 33.3 (113,700) 32.4 (110,500) 39.3 (134,200)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 29.9 (102,200) 32.4 (110,500) 35.6 (121,500)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 32.5 (110,900) 32.4 (110,500) 38.5 (131,300)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 32.5 (110,900) 32.4 (110,500) 38.5 (131,300)

DIGITAL SCROLL COMPRESSOR

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Standard Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

Model Size 028 035 042

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 29.4 (100,200) 33.9 (115,600) 39.7 (135,500)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 25.7 (87,800) 30.2 (103,200) 34.9 (119,000)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 28.2 (96,300) 32.6 (111,300) 38.0 (129,800)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 25.2 (86,100) 29.7 (101,200) 34.1 (116,400)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 27.5 (93,800) 31.9 (109,000) 37.2 (126,800)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 27.5 (93,800) 31.9 (109,000) 37.2 (126,800)

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Optional Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 28.9 (98,600) 33.0 (112,500) 38.8 (132,500)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 28.9 (98,600) 33.0 (112,500) 35.5 (121,300)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 27.8 (95,000) 31.8 (108,400) 37.2 (126,900)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 27.8 (95,000) 31.8 (108,400) 34.7 (118,500)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 27.8 (95,000) 31.8 (108,400) 36.8 (125,500)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 27.8 (95,000) 31.8 (108,400) 36.8 (125,500)

Note: All capacities are nominal values; actual performance will be ±5%
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Table 2 Air-cooled capacity data, R-407C refrigerant

Model Size 028 035 042

FOUR-STEP SEMI-HERMETIC COMPRESSOR

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Standard Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 37.0 (126,200) 36.9 (125,800) 42.0 (143,400)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 28.2 (96,100) 30.9 (105,300) 35.4 (120,800)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 35.2 (120,100) 35.2 (120,000) 40.0 (136,400)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 27.6 (94,100) 30.2 (103,000) 34.5 (117,900)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 34.3 (116,900) 34.1 (116,400) 38.3 (130,800)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 29.2 (99,800) 32.2 (110,000) 38.3 (130,800)

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Optional Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 37.0 (126,200) 36.1 (123,300) 41.3 (140,800)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 30.9 (105,500) 33.1 (112,900) 36.2 (123,600)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 35.3 (120,500) 34.3 (117,000) 39.2 (133,700)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 30.2 (103,200) 32.2 (109,900) 35.3 (120,400)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 34.2 (116,800) 33.8 (115,300) 38.1 (129,900)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 32.3 (110,200) 33.8 (115,300) 38.1 (129,900)

DIGITAL SCROLL COMPRESSOR

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Standard Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

Model Size 028 035 042

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 30.5 (104,100) 35.5 (121,000) 39.3 (134,300)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 25.5 (87,000) 30.3 (103,400) 34.3 (117,200)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 29.0 (99,100) 33.8 (115,200) 37.5 (127,900)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 24.9 (85,000) 29.6 (101,000) 33.5 (114,400)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 28.2 (96,400) 32.6 (111,300) 36.3 (123,800)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 26.6 (90,800) 32.6 (111,300) 36.3 (123,800)

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Optional Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

75°F DB, 62.5°F WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 30.2 (103,100) 34.7 (118,300) 38.5 (131,500)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 28.2 (96,400) 32.5 (110,900) 35.1 (119,900)

72°F DB, 60°F WB (22.2°C DB, 15.5°C WB) 50% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 28.5 (97,400) 32.6 (111,300) 36.6 (124,900)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 28.5 (97,400) 32.6 (111,300) 34.2 (116,800)

72°F DB, 58.6°F WB (22.2°C DB, 14.8°C WB) 45% RH

Total kW (BTUH) 28.5 (97,400) 32.6 (111,300) 35.9 (122,500)

Sensible kW (BTUH) 28.5 (97,400) 32.6 (111,300) 35.9 (122,500)

Note: All capacities are nominal values; actual performance will be ± 5%
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Table 3 Physical data

Model Size 028 035 042

EVAPORATOR COIL—A-Frame-Copper Tube/Aluminum Fin

Face Area-Sq. Ft. (sq m) 17.1 (1.6) 17.1 (1.6) 17.1 (1.6)

Rows of Coil 3 3 3

Face Velocity-FPM (m/s)-Std Air Vol. 251 (1.3) 316 (1.6) 380 (1.9)

FAN SECTION-DOWNFLOW MODELS—Fixed Pitch, Two Belts

Standard Air Volume-CFM (CMH) 4400 (7476) 5500 (9345) 6600 (11213)

Standard Fan Motor Hp (kW) 2.0 (1.5) 3.0 (2.2) 5.0 (3.7)

Optional Air Volume-CFM (CMH) 5500 (9345) 6600(11213) 7200 (12233)

Optional Fan Motor Hp 3 (2.2) 5 (3.7) 7.5 (5.6)

Ext. Static Press-inches of water (Pa) 0.2 (50) 0.2 (50) 0.2 (50)

Number of Fans 1 1 1

REHEAT SECTION

Electric Reheat-Three-Stage, Stainless Steel Fin Tubular

Capacity-kW (BTU/H)* - 15 kW elements 15.7(53,600) 17.2 (58,870) 18.7(63,805)

Capacity-kW (BTU/H)* - 10 kW elements 10.7 (36,519) 12.2 (41,639) 13.7 (46,758)

Electric Reheat-SCR Control, Stainless Steel Fin Tubular

Capacity-kW (BTU/H)* - 15 kW elements 15.7(53,600) 17.2 (58,870) 18.7(63,805)

Hot Water Reheat - 180°F (82.2°C) E.W.T., Std. CFM, 60°F (15.5°C) E.A.T. - Two-Way** Modulating Control 
Valve***

Capacity-BTU (kW)* Consult Factory

Flow Rate-GPM (I/s) Consult Factory

Pressure Drop- ft (kPa) Consult Factory

* Includes fan motor heat     ** Three-way valve available   *** 150psi max operating pressure

HUMIDIFIER SECTION

Infrared Humidifier

Capacity Lb/Hr. (kg/h) 11 (5) 11 (5) 11 (5)

kW 4.8 4.8 4.8

Steam Generating Humidifier—water conductivity between 200-500 micromhos required for ideal 
operation

Capacity-Lb/Hr (kg/h) 11 (5) 11 (5) 11 (5)

kW 3.6 3.6 3.6

FILTER SECTION—Disposable Type-Nominal Sizes and Quantities

Downflow Models

Nominal Size, inches 25x16 25x16 25x16

Quantity 5 5 5

PIPING CONNECTION SIZES—Air-Cooled Liebert DS Unit

Liquid Line-O.D. Copper (2/unit) 1/2 1/2 1/2

Hot Gas Line-O.D. Copper (2/unit) 5/8 5/8 5/8

Infrared Humidifier-O.D. Copper 1/4 1/4 1/4

Condensate Drain-FPT 3/4 3/4 3/4

Hot Water Reheat-O.D. Copper 5/8 5/8 5/8

Note: Some options or combinations of options may result in reduced air flow; consult factory for recommendations
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Table 4 Econ-O-Coil capacity data—dual cool units

Model Size 028 035 042

WATER—No Glycol

Net Capacity Data kW (BTU/H), Standard Air Volume and Evaporator Fan Motor

75°F DB, 62.57 WB (23.9°C DB, 16.9°C WB) 50% RH, 45°F EWT

Total Capacity, kW (BTUH) 32.8 (112,000) 39.7 (135,500) 45.8 (156,300)

Sensible Capacity, kW (BTUH) 28.0 (95,600) 33.8 (115,500) 39.1 (133,500)

Flow Rate-GPM (I/s) 18 (1.2) 24 (1.6) 35.0 (2.3)

Pressure Drop for Econ-O-Coil, Valve and Piping (Dual-Cooling Units)

Pressure Drop-Ft (kPa) 8.9 (61.3) 15.0 (103.4) 23.9 (164.7)

Econ-O-Coil, A-Frame-Copper Tube/Aluminum Fin

Face Area-Sq. Ft. (sq m) 17.1 (1.6) 17.1 (1.6) 17.1 (1.6)

Rows of Coil 3 3 3

Face Velocity-FPM (m/s)-Std Air Vol. 251 (1.3) 316 (1.6) 380.0 (1.9)

Fan Section-Downflow Models—Fixed Pitch, Two-Belt Drive Package

Standard Air Volume-CFM (CMH) 4400 (7,476) 5500 (9,345) 6600 (11,213)

Standard Fan Motor Hp (kW) 3.0 (2.2) 5.0 (3.7) 7.5 (5.6)

Ext. Static Pressure-inches of water (Pa) 0.2 (50) 0.2 (50) 0.2 (50)

Number of Fans 1 1 1

Note: All capacities are nominal values; actual performance will be ± 5%
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Figure 1 Downflow, air-cooled 28-42kW (8-12 tons) with semi-hermetic compressor models

DPN00795  REV 0

Notes: Filters are accessible
           through top of unit only.

           Downflow electrical
           connections can be made
           from top or bottom of unit.

FRONT VIEW

TOP VIEW

AIR INLET OPENING

Shaded area indicates a
recommended minimum
clearance of 34" (864mm)
be provided for component
access.

86"
2184mm

85"
2159mm

2"
51mm

76"
1930mm

34 3/4"
883mm

56 7/8"
1445mm Opening

3/4"
19mm Bezels

Secondary Entrance 
High Volt Connection(s)

Secondary Refrigerant
Piping Entrance

Secondary Entrance 
Low Volt Connections

24"
610mm

24 3/8"
619mm Opening

Model No. 028 035 042
DSAU or DSAM 1720 (782) 1750 (796) 1780 (810)
DSDU or DSDM 1870 (850) 1900 (864) 1930 (878)

DRY WEIGHT lb (kg) APPROXIM ATE
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Figure 2 Downflow, air-cooled 28-42kW (8-12 tons) with digital scroll compressor

DPN00796  REV0

Notes: Filters are accessible
           through top of unit only.

           Downflow electrical
           connections can be made
           from top or bottom of unit.

FRONT VIEW

TOP VIEW

AIR INLET OPENING

Shaded area indicates a
recommended minimum
clearance of 34" (864mm)
for component access.

73"
1854mm

72"
1829mm

2"
51mm

76"
1930mm

34-3/4"
883mm

56-7/8"
1445mm Opening

3/4"
19mm Bezels

Secondary Entrance
High Volt Connection(s)

Secondary Refrigerant
Piping Entrance

Secondary Entrance 
Low Volt Connections

24"
610mm

24-3/8"
619mm Opening

Model No. 028 035 042
DSAS, DSAD, DSAR, DSAG 1410 (641) 1440 (655) 1470 (669)
DSDS, DSDD, DSDR, DSDG 1560 (710) 1590 (723) 1620 (737)

DRY WEIGHT lb(kg) APPROXIMATE
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Figure 3 Primary connection locations, downflow, air-cooled 28-42kW (8-12 ton) with semi-hermetic 
compressor

FRONT OF UNIT

FRONT VIEW

SECTION A-A

NOTE: Drawing not to scale.

            Tolerance on
            all piping dimensions
            is ± 1/2" (13mm).

33"
838mm

85"
2159mm

ALL DIMENSIONS FROM
REAR CORNER OF FRAME
(panels not shown)

18 3/4"
477mm

16 1/16"
408mm

L1 L2 G1 G2
R

ECS

ECRE1 E2

HUM

CD

B

LV1
LV2
LV3

O
X

YBLOWER
OUTLET

4"
102mm

16 7/16"
418mm

AA

Point Description
X

In (mm)
Y

In (mm)
Connection Size / Opening

In (mm)

R Refrigerant Access 63 (1600) 12-13/16 (325) 16-7/16 x 4 (4181 x 102)

L1 Liquid Line System 1 79-3/16 (2011) 15-3/4 (400) 1/2 Cu Sweat

L2 Liquid Line System 2 76-1/2 (1943) 15-3/4 (400) 1/2 Cu Sweat

G1 Hot Gas Discharge 1 73-7/8 (1877) 15-3/4 (400) 5/8 Cu Sweat

G2 Hot Gas Discharge 2 70-1/8 (1721) 15-3/4 (400) 5/8 Cu Sweat

CD
Condensate Drain * 46 (1168) 28-1/2 (724) 3/4 FPT

W/ Optional Pump 46 (1168) 28-1/2 (724) 1/2 Cu Sweat

HUM Humidifier Supply Line 53-1/2 (1359) 28 (711) 1/4 Cu Sweat

ECS Econ-O-Coil Supply 54-7/8 (1394) 21-9/16 (547) 1-5/8 Cu Sweat

ECR Econ-O-Coil Return 49-3/8 (1254) 29-3/4 (756) 1-5/8 Cu Sweat

HS Hot Water Reheat Supply CONSULT FACTORY

HR Hot Water Reheat Return CONSULT FACTORY

E1 Electrical Conn. (High Volt) 55-1/2 (1410) 30-1/4 (768) 2-1/2

E2 Electrical Conn. (High Volt) 52-7/16 (1332) 30-1/4 (768) 2-1/2

LV1 Electrical Conn. (Low Volt) 2-1/4 (57) 26 (660) 7/8

LV2 Electrical Conn. (Low Volt) 2-1/4 (57) 28 (711) 7/8

LV3 Electrical Conn. (Low Volt) 2-1/4 (57) 30 (762) 7/8

B Blower Outlet 21-15/16 (558) 17-1/16 (433) 18-3/4 x 16-1/16 (477 x 434)

* Field pitch Condensate Drain line a minimum of 1/8" (3.2 mm) per foot (305 mm). All units contain a factory installed 
condensate trap. Do not trap external to the unit. Drain line may contain boiling water. Select appropriate drain system 
materials. The drain line must comply with all local codes.

DPN000803
REV 0
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Figure 4 Primary connection location, downflow, air-cooled 28-42kW (8-12 ton) with digital scroll 
compressor

FRONT OF UNIT

FRONT VIEW

SECTION A-A

NOTE: Drawing not to scale.

            Tolerance on
            all piping dimensions
            is ± 1/2" (13mm).

33"
838mm

72"
1829mm

ALL DIMENSIONS FROM
REAR CORNER OF FRAME
(panels not shown)

18 3/4"
477mm

16 1/16"
408mm

L1 L2 G1 G2
R

ECS

ECRE1 E2

HUM

CD

B

LV1
LV2
LV3

O
X

YBLOWER
OUTLET

4"
102mm

11 3/16"
284mm

A A

Point Description
X

In (mm)
Y

In (mm)
Connection Size / Opening

In (mm)

R Refrigerant Access 59-5/16 (1506) 13-3/4 (349) 11-3/16 x 4 (284 x 102)

L1 Liquid Line System 1 69-15/16 (1776) 15-13/16 (402) 1/2 Cu Sweat

L2 Liquid Line System 2 67-5/8 (1717) 15-13/16 (402) 1/2 Cu Sweat

G1 Hot Gas Discharge 1 65-1/2 (1664) 15-13/16 (402) 5/8 Cu Sweat

G2 Hot Gas Discharge 2 62-7/16 (1586) 15-13/16 (402) 5/8 Cu Sweat

CD
Condensate Drain * 46 (1168) 28-1/2 (724) 3/4 FPT

W/ Optional Pump 46 (1168) 28-1/2 (724) 1/2 Cu Sweat

HUM Humidifier Supply Line 53-1/2 (1359) 28 (711) 1/4 Cu Sweat

ECS Econ-O-Coil Supply 54-7/8 (1394) 21-9/16 (547) 1-5/8 Cu Sweat

ECR Econ-O-Coil Return 49-3/8 (1254) 29-3/4 (756) 1-5/8 Cu Sweat

HS Hot Water Reheat Supply CONSULT FACTORY

HR Hot Water Reheat Return CONSULT FACTORY

E1 Electrical Conn. (High Volt) 55-1/2 (1410) 30-1/4 (768) 2-1/2

E2 Electrical Conn. (High Volt) 52-7/16 (1332) 30-1/4 (768) 2-1/2

LV1 Electrical Conn. (Low Volt) 2-1/4 (57) 26 (660) 7/8

LV2 Electrical Conn. (Low Volt) 2-1/4 (57) 28 (711) 7/8

LV3 Electrical Conn. (Low Volt) 2-1/4 (57) 30 (762) 7/8

B Blower Outlet 21-15/16 (558) 17-1/16 (433) 18-3/4 x 16-1/16 (477 x 434)

* Field pitch Condensate Drain line a minimum of 1/8" (3.2 mm) per foot (305 mm). All units contain a factory installed condensate trap. 
Do not trap external to the unit. Drain line may contain boiling water. Select appropriate drain system materials. The drain line must 
comply with all local codes.

DPN000804
REV0
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Figure 5 Piping schematic, air-cooled, with semi-hermetic compressor

DPN000797 REV 0
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Figure 6 Piping schematic, air-cooled, with digital scroll compressor

DPN000798 REV 0
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Figure 7 Cabinet and anchor dimensional data, Lee-Temp control condensers

Condenser

Size

Number

of Fans

Dimensions, In. (mm) Net Weight

lb. (kg)A B C D

CD*-165 2 91-1/2 (2324) 84 (2134 82 (2083 -- (--) 425 (193

CD*-205 2 91-1/2 (2324) 84 (2134 82 (2083 -- (--) 495 (225

CD*-251 3 131-1/2 (3340) 124 (3150 122 (3099 -- (--) 500 (227

CD*-308 3 131-1/2 (3340) 124 (3150 122 (3099 -- (--) 670 (305

CD*-143 2 91-1/2 (2324) 84 (2134 82 (2083 -- (--) 515 (234

CD*-214 3 131-1/2 (3340) 124 (3150 122 (3099 -- (--) 840 (381

CD*-286 4 171-1/2 (4356) 164 (4166 82 (2083 80 (2032 1105 (501

CD*-409 4 171-1/2 (4356) 164 (4166 82 (2083 80 (2032 1105 (501

Refrigerant

Air-Cooled Condenser Selection Liebert DS Size

Condenser
Type

Ambient
Temperature °F (°C) 028 035 042

R-22

Outdoor
Condenser

95 (35) CD*-165 CD*-165 CD*-205

100 (38) CD*-165 CD*-205 CD*-205

105 (41) CD*-205 CD*-205 CD*-308

Outdoor
QuietLine
Condenser

95 (35) CD*-143 CD*-143 CD*-214

100 (38) CD*-214 CD*-214 CD*-214

105 (41) CD*-214 CD*-286 CD*-286

R-407C

Outdoor
Condenser

95 (35) CD*-205 CD*-205 CD*-205

100 (38) CD*-205 CD*-205 CD*-251

105 (41) CD*-251 CD*-251 CD*-308

Outdoor
QuietLine
Condenser

95 (35) CD*-214 CD*-214 CD*-286

100 (38) CD*-214 CD*-214 CD*-286

105 (41) CD*-286 CD*-286 CD*-409

A

B

EYE BOLTS FOR LIFTING CONDENSER
PROVIDED ON FOUR- FAN

MODELS ONLY

70" (1778mm)

43- 9/16"
(1107mm)

43-3/16"
(1097mm)

HEIGHT TO
TOP OF

FAN GUARD
43- 1/8"

(1095mm)

37- 7/8"
(962mm)

A CLEARANCE OF 36 IN. (914.4m
RECOMMENDED ON ALL SIDES FOR PR
OPERATION AND COMPONENT ACCES

1"
(25.4mm)

1" (25.4mm)

1- 3/4"
(44.5mm)

1-3/4"
(44.5mm)

4-1/4"
(108mm)

4-1/4"
(108mm)

TYPICAL FOOTPRINT UNIT ANCHOR PLAN

B
C D

37-11/16"
(957mm)

1/2" (12.7mm) DIAMETER
ANCHOR BOLTS (TYP.)

18"
(457mm)

15-1/2"
(393.7mm)

4 LEGS FURNISHED FOR 1-FAN MODEL
6 LEGS FURNISHED FOR 2- & 3- FAN MODELS
8 LEGS FURNISHED FOR 4- FAN MODELS

42"
(1067mm)

15-1/2"
(393.7mm)

DPN000682
REV0
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ELECTRICAL DATA

Reheat Options Electric, 15kW None or Hot Water Electric, 15kW None or Hot Water

Humidifier
Options

Infrared or Steam
Generating Canister 

Infrared or Steam
Generating Canister None None

Model
Motor

Hp Volts 208 230 460 575 208 230 460 575 208 230 460 575 208 230 460 575

028A 2.0 

FLA 66.4 63.2 31.8 25.2 55.4 52.5 26.6 23.9 66.4 63.2 31.8 24.7 42.1 41.4 20.8 16.5

WSA 81.1 77.3 38.9 31.5 59.7 56.8 28.8 25.6 81.1 77.3 38.9 30.2 46.4 45.7 23 18.2

OPD 80 80 40 30 70 70 35 30 80 80 40 30 60 60 30 25

028A 3.0 

FLA 69.5 66.0 33.2 26.4 58.5 55.3 28.0 25.1 69.5 66.0 33.2 25.9 45.2 44.2 22.2 17.7

WSA 84.2 80.1 40.3 33 62.8 59.6 30.2 26.8 84.2 80.1 40.3 31.4 49.5 48.5 24.4 19.4

OPD 90 80 40 30 80 70 35 30 90 80 40 30 60 60 30 25

035A 3.0 

FLA 72.9 69.4 34.5 26.4 65.3 62.1 30.6 26.1 72.9 69.4 34.5 26.4 52.0 51.0 24.8 18.7

WSA 88.5 84.4 41.9 33.0 70.5 67.3 33.1 28.0 88.5 84.4 41.9 32.0 57.2 56.2 27.3 20.6

OPD 90 90 45 35 90 80 40 35 90 90 45 35 70 70 35 25

035A 5.0

FLA 79.0 75.0 37.3 28.6 71.4 67.7 33.4 28.3 79.0 75.0 37.3 28.6 58.1 56.6 27.6 20.9

WSA 94.6 90.0 44.7 35.8 76.6 72.9 35.9 30.2 94.6 90.0 44.7 34.2 63.3 61.8 30.1 22.8

OPD 100 100 45 35 90 90 45 35 100 100 45 35 80 80 40 30

042A 5.0 

FLA 86.5 82.7 41.6 36.1 86.4 82.7 41.6 36.1 86.5 82.5 41.4 32.5 73.1 71.6 35.8 28.7

WSA 104 99.3 49.9 39.1 93.5 89.8 45.1 38.9 104.0 99.3 49.9 39.1 80.2 78.7 39.3 31.5

OPD 110 110 50 50 110 110 50 50 110 110 50 45 100 100 50 40

042A 7.5 

FLA 94.0 89.5 45.0 39.0 93.9 89.5 45.0 39.0 94.0 89.3 44.8 35.4 80.6 78.4 39.2 31.6

WSA 111.5 106.1 53.3 42.0 101.0 96.6 48.5 41.8 111.5 106.1 53.3 42.0 87.7 85.5 42.7 34.4

OPD 125 110 60 50 125 110 60 50 125 110 60 45 110 110 50 45

Reheat Options Electric, 10kW Electric, 10kW

Humidifier Options Infrared or Steam Generating Canister None

Model
Motor

Hp Volts 208 230 460 575 208 230 460 575

028A 2.0 

FLA 55.4 52.5 26.6 23.9 52.6 50.3 25.3 19.6

WSA 63.9 61.2 30.8 25.6 63.9 61.2 30.8 23.8

OPD 70 70 35 30 70 70 35 25

028A 3.0 

FLA 58.5 55.3 28 25.1 55.7 53.1 26.7 20.8

WSA 67.0 64.0 32.2 26.8 67.0 64.0 32.2 25.0

OPD 80 70 35 30 70 70 35 25

035A 3.0 

FLA 65.3 62.1 30.6 26.1 59.1 56.5 28.0 21.3

WSA 71.2 68.2 33.8 28.0 71.2 68.2 33.8 25.7

OPD 90 80 40 35 80 80 40 30

035A 5.0

FLA 71.4 67.7 33.4 28.3 65.2 62.1 30.8 23.5

WSA 77.3 73.8 36.6 30.2 77.3 73.8 36.6 27.9

OPD 90 90 45 35 90 80 40 30

042A 5.0 

FLA 86.4 82.7 41.6 36.1 73.1 71.6 35.8 28.7

WSA 93.5 89.8 45.1 38.9 86.7 83.2 41.7 32.7

OPD 110 110 50 50 100 100 50 40

042A 7.5 

FLA 93.9 89.5 45.0 39.0 80.6 78.4 39.2 31.6

WSA 101.0 96.6 48.5 41.8 94.2 90.0 45.1 35.6

OPD 125 110 60 50 110 110 50 45
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GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS

1.0 GENERAL

1.1 Summary

These specifications describe requirements for a pre-
cision environmental control system. The system 
shall be designed to maintain temperature and 
humidity conditions in the rooms containing elec-
tronic equipment. The manufacturer shall design and 
furnish all equipment to be fully compatible with 
heat dissipation requirements of the room.

1.2 Design Requirements

The precision environmental control system shall be 
a Liebert, self-contained, factory-assembled unit with 
downflow air delivery. The system shall have a total 
cooling capacity of____ BTU/H, (kW) with a sensible 
cooling capacity of ____ BTU/H (kW) based on an 
entering air temperature of ____ °F (°C) dry bulb and 
____ °F (°C) wet bulb. The unit is to be supplied with 
____ volt ____ ph ____ Hz electrical service.

1.3 Submittals

Submittals shall be provided with the proposal and 
shall include: Single-Line Diagrams; Dimensional, 
Electrical and Capacity Data; Piping and Electrical 
Connection Drawings.

2.0 PRODUCT

2.1 Frame

The frame shall be MIG welded formed sheet metal. 
It shall be protected against corrosion using the auto-
phoretic coating process. The frame shall be capable 
of being separated into three parts in the field to 
accommodate rigging through small spaces.

2.1.1 Downflow Air Supply

The supply air shall exit from the bottom of the unit, 
with the air scrolled towards the front of the unit.

2.1.2 Downflow Air Return

The return air shall enter the unit from the top.

2.1.3 Exterior Panels

The exterior panels shall be insulated with a mini-
mum 1" (25mm), 1.5 lb. (0.68 kg) density fiber insula-
tion. The main front panel shall have captive 1/4 turn 
fasteners. The main unit color shall be ______.

2.1.3.1 Double-Skin Panels (Optional)

The exterior panels shall be internally lined with 20 
gauge sheet metal, sandwiching the insulation 
between the panels.

2.2 Filters, Downflow Unit

The filter chamber shall be located within the cabi-
net, and filters shall be removable from the top of the 
unit. Filters shall be arranged in a V-bank configura-
tion to minimize air pressure drop.

2.2.1 Filters, 4"

Filters shall be deep pleated 4" filters with a MERV 8 
rating (45% ASHRAE 52.1) or MERV 11 rating 
(60-65% ASHRAE 52.1).

2.2.1 Filters, 2" Pre-Filter With 2" Filter

Filters shall be 2" MERV 7 (40% ASHRAE 52.1) pre-
filter, with 2" MERV 11 (60-65% ASHRAE 52.1) effi-
ciency filter.

2.2.2 Extra Filter Set

____ extra set(s) of filters shall be provided.

2.3 Blower Section

The fan section shall be designed for ___ CFM (CMH) 
at an external static pressure of ___ in. wg. (Pa). The 
fans shall be the centrifugal type, double width dou-
ble inlet and shall be statically and dynamically bal-
anced as a completed assembly to a maximum 
vibration level of two mils in any plane. The shaft 
shall be heavy duty steel with self-aligning pillow 
block ball bearings with a minimum L3 life of 
200,000 hours. The fans shall be located to draw air 
over the A-Frame coil to ensure even air distribution 
and maximum coil performance. A static regain duct 
shall be factory-installed to the bottom of the blower.

2.3.1 Motor

The fan motor shall be ____ hp (kW) at 1750 RPM 
@60Hz, mounted to a spring-tensioning base. The 
motor shall be removable from the front of the cabi-
net.

2.3.1.1 Premium Efficiency Motor

The fan motor shall be Open Drip-Proof, Premium 
efficiency and shall meet NEMA and EPACT mini-
mum efficiency standards.

2.3.1.1 TEFC Motor (Optional)

The motor shall be Totally Enclosed Fan Cooled for 
protection in harsh environments.

2.3.2 Drive Package

The motor sheave and fan pulley shall be double-
width fixed pitch. Two belts, sized for 200% of the fan 
motor horsepower shall be provided with the drive 
package. An auto-tension system shall provide con-
stant tension on the belts. Belts, shaft, blower bear-
ings, sheave and pulley shall be warranted for five 
years.
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2.4 Humidifier

A humidifier shall be factory-installed inside the 
unit. Bypass air slots shall be included to enable 
moisture to be absorbed into the air stream. The 
humidifier capacity shall be ____lb/hr (kg/hr). The 
humidifier shall be removable from the front of the 
cabinet.

2.4.1 Infrared Humidifier

The humidifier shall be of the infrared type consist-
ing of high intensity quartz lamps mounted above 
and out of the water supply. The humidifier pan shall 
be stainless steel and arranged to be removable with-
out disconnecting high voltage electrical connections. 
The complete humidifier section shall be pre-piped, 
ready for field connection to water supply. The 
humidifier shall be equipped with an automatic 
water supply system and shall have an adjustable 
water-overfeed to prevent mineral precipitation. A 
high-water detector shall shut down the humidifier to 
prevent overflowing.

2.4.1 Steam Generating Canister Humidifier

A canister-type steam canister shall be factory-
installed in the environmental unit and shall be con-
trolled by the microprocessor control system. It shall 
be complete with disposable canister, all supply and 
drain valves, steam distributor and electronic con-
trols. The need to change canister shall be annunci-
ated on the microprocessor control panel. The 
humidifier shall be designed to operate with water 
conductivity from 200-500 micromhos.

2.5 Reheat

The environmental control unit shall include a fac-
tory-installed reheat to control temperature during 
dehumidification.

2.5.1 3-Stage Electric Reheat

The electric reheat coils shall be low watt density, 
304/304 stainless steel fin tubular construction, pro-
tected by thermal safety switches, shall be ____ BTU/ 
H, ____ kW, controlled in three stages. The reheat 
elements shall be removable from the front of the 
cabinet.

2.5.1 SCR Electric Reheat

The electric reheat coils shall be low watt density, 
304/304 stainless steel fin tubular construction, pro-
tected by thermal safety switches, shall be ____ BTU/ 
H, ____ kW, controlled by multiple pulses to achieve 
tight temperature control. SCR reheat shall not be 
available with digital scroll compressor.

2.5.1 Hot Water Reheat

The hot water reheat coil shall have copper tubes and 
aluminum fins with a capacity of ____ BTU/H (kW) 
when supplied with ____ °F (°C) entering water tem-
perature at ____ GPM (l/s) flow rate. Maximum pres-

sure drop shall be ____ PSI (kPa). The hot water 
reheat control system shall be factory pre-piped with 
a two-way modulating control valve and cleanable 
Y-strainer.

2.6 Dual Refrigeration System

Each unit shall include two (2) independent refriger-
ation circuits and shall include hot gas mufflers 
(semi-hermetic compressors units only), liquid line 
filter driers, refrigerant sight glass with moisture 
indicator, externally equalized expansion valves and 
liquid line solenoid valves. Compressors shall be 
located outside the airstream and shall be removable 
and serviceable from the front of the unit.

2.6.1 Semi-Hermetic Compressor With Four-
Step Unloaders Control

The compressor shall be semi-hermetic with a suction 
gas cooled motor, vibration isolators, thermal over-
loads, oil sight glass, automatic reset high pressure 
switch with control lockout after three failures, pump 
down low pressure transducer, suction line strainer, 
reversible oil pumps for forced feed lubrication, ser-
vice valves, a maximum operating speed of 1750 
RPM. The environmental control system shall 
include cylinder unloaders on the semi-hermetic com-
pressors. The unloaders shall be activated by sole-
noid valves which are controlled from the 
microprocessor control. In response to the return air 
temperature, the microprocessor control shall acti-
vate the unloader solenoids and the liquid line sole-
noids such that four stages of refrigeration cooling 
are obtained. The stages shall be: 1) one compressor, 
partially loaded, 2) two compressors partially loaded, 
3) one compressor partially loaded, one compressor 
fully loaded, 4) two compressors fully loaded. On a 
call for dehumidification, the microprocessor control 
shall insure that at least one compressor is on full for 
proper humidity control.

2.6.1 Digital Scroll Compressors

The compressor shall be scroll-type with a variable 
capacity operation capability. Consult factory for 
availability of 575V digital scroll compressors. Com-
pressor solenoid valve shall unload the compressor 
and allow for variable capacity operation. The com-
pressor shall be suction gas cooled motor, vibration 
isolators, thermal overloads, automatic reset high 
pressure switch with control lockout after three fail-
ures, pump down low pressure transducer, suction 
line strainer, rotalock service valves, a maximum 
operating speed of 3500 RPM.

2.6.1.1 Crankcase Heaters (Optional)

The compressors shall include crankcase heaters, 
powered from the indoor unit electric panel.
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2.6.2 Evaporator Coil

The evaporator coil shall be A-frame design with off-
set orientation and have ____sq. ft. (m2) face area, 
three rows deep. It shall be constructed of rifled cop-
per tubes and aluminum fins and have a maximum 
face velocity of ____ ft. per minute (m/s) at ____ CFM 
(CMH). A stainless steel condensate drain pan shall 
be provided.

2.6.2.1 Polymeric Coating (Optional)

The coil shall be coated with a high performance poly-
meric coating process to provide corrosion resistance 
within 2 to 12 pH range.

2.6.3 R-22 Refrigerant

The system shall be designed for use with R-22 
refrigerant.

2.6.3 R-407C Refrigerant

The system shall be designed for use with R-407C 
refrigerant, which meets the EPA clean air act for 
phase-out of HCFC refrigerants.

2.7 iCOM™ Microprocessor Control with 
Small Graphic Display

The iCOM™ unit control shall be factory set-up for 
Intelligent Control which uses “fuzzy logic” and 
“expert systems” methods. Proportional and Tunable 
PID shall also be user selectable options. Internal 
unit component control shall include the following:

Compressor Short Cycle Control – Prevents 
compressor short-cycling and needless compres-
sor wear.

System Auto Restart – The auto restart fea-
ture will automatically restart the system after a 
power failure. Time delay is programmable.

Sequential Load Activation – On initial star-
tup or restart after power failure, each opera-
tional load is sequenced with a minimum of one 
second delay to minimize total inrush current.

Hot Water/Econ-O-Coil Flush Cycles – Hot 
water reheat coils and Econ-O-Coils are periodi-
cally flushed to prevent a buildup of contami-
nants.

Predictive Humidity Control – calculates the 
moisture content in the room and prevents 
unnecessary humidification and dehumidifica-
tion cycles by responding to changes in dew 
point temperature.

The iCOM™ control shall be compatible with all Lie-
bert remote monitoring and control devices. Options 
are available for BMS interface to Modbus, Jbus, 
BACNet, Profibus and SNMP.

The iCOM™ control processor shall be microproces-
sor based with a 128x64 dot matrix graphic front 
monitor display and control keys for user inputs 
mounted in an ergonomic, esthetically pleasing hous-
ing. The display & housing shall be viewable while 

the unit panels are open or closed. The controls shall 
be menu driven. The display shall be organized into 
three main sections: User Menus, Service Menus and 
Advanced Menus. The system shall display user 
menus for: active alarms, event log, graphic data, 
unit view/status overview (including the monitoring 
of room conditions, operational status in percent of 
each function, date and time), total run hours, vari-
ous sensors, display setup and service contacts. A 
password shall be required to make system changes 
within the service menus. Service menus shall 
include: setpoints, standby settings (lead/lag), timers/
sleep mode, alarm setup, sensor calibration, mainte-
nance/wellness settings, options setup, system/net-
work setup, auxiliary boards and diagnostics/service 
mode. A password shall be required to access the 
advanced menus which include the factory settings 
and password menus.

The User Menus Shall be Defined as Follows

Active Alarms: Unit memory shall hold the 200 
most recent alarms with time and date stamp for 
each alarm.

Event Log: Unit memory shall hold the 400 most 
recent events with id number, time and date stamp 
for each event.

Graphic Data View: Eight graphic records shall be 
available: return air temperature, return air humid-
ity, supply air temperature, outdoor temperature and 
four custom graphs.

Unit View – Status Overview: Simple or Graphical 
“Unit View” summary displays shall include temper-
ature and humidity values, active functions (and per-
cent of operation) and any alarms of the host unit.

Total Run Hours: Menu shall display accumulative 
component operating hours for major components 
including compressors, Econ-O-Coil (FC), fan motor, 
humidifier and reheat.

Various Sensors: Menu shall allow setup and dis-
play of optional custom sensors. The control shall 
include four customer accessible analog inputs for 
sensors provided by others. The analog inputs shall 
accept a 4 to 20 mA signal. The user shall be able to 
change the input to 0 to 5VDC or 0 to 10VDC if 
desired. The gains for each analog input shall be pro-
grammable from the front display. The analog inputs 
shall be able to be monitored from the front display.

Display Setup: Customer shall pre-select the 
desired grouping of display languages at the time of 
the order from the following choices: 

Group 1: English, French, Italian, Spanish, Ger-
man

Group 2: English, Russian, Greek

Group 3: English, Japanese, Chinese, Arabic

Service Contacts: Menu shall allow display of local 
service contact name and phone number.
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The Service Menus Shall be Defined as Follows

Setpoints: Menu shall allow setpoints within the fol-
lowing ranges:

• Temperature Setpoint 65-85ºF (18-29ºC)*

• Temperature Sensitivity +1-10ºF (0.6-5.6ºC)

• Humidity Setpoint 20-80% RH*

• Humidity Sensitivity 1-30% RH

• High Temperature Alarm 35-90ºF (2-32ºC)

• Low Temperature Alarm 35-90ºF (2-32ºC)

• High Humidity Alarm 15-85% RH

• Low Humidity Alarm 15-85% RH

* The microprocessor may be set within these 
ranges, however, the unit may not be able to con-
trol to extreme combinations of temperature and 
humidity.

Standby Settings/Lead-Lag: Menu shall allow 
planned rotation or emergency rotation of operating 
and standby units.

Timers/Sleep Mode: Menu shall allow various cus-
tomer settings for turning on/off unit.

Alarm Setup: Menu shall allow customer settings 
for alarm notification (audible/local/remote). The fol-
lowing alarms shall be available:

• High Temperature

• Low Temperature

• High Humidity

• Low Humidity

• Short Cycle

• Compressor Overload (Optional)

• Main Fan Overload (Optional)

• Humidifier Problem

• High Head Pressure

• Change Filter

• Loss of Air Flow

• Low Suction Pressure

• Loss of Power

• Custom Alarm (#1 to #4)

Custom alarms are four customer accessible 
alarm inputs to be indicated on the front 
panel. Custom alarms can be identified with 
prepared (programmed) alarm labels for the 
following frequently used inputs:

• Water Under Floor

• Smoke Detected

• Standby GC Pump On

• Loss of Water Flow

• Standby Unit On

User customized text can be entered for two of 
the four custom alarms. Each alarm (unit and 
custom) can be separately enabled or disabled, 
selected activate the common alarm and pro-
grammed for a time delay of 0 to 255 seconds.

Audible Alarm: The audible alarm shall annunciate 
any alarm that is enabled by the operator.

Common Alarm: A programmable common alarm 
shall be provided to interface user selected alarms 
with a remote alarm device.

Remote Monitoring: All alarms shall be communi-
cated to the Liebert monitoring system with the fol-
lowing information: Date and time of occurrence, unit 
number and present temperature and humidity.

Sensor Calibration: Menu shall allow unit sensors 
to be calibrated with external sensors.

Maintenance/Wellness Settings: Menu shall allow 
reporting of potential component problems before 
they occur.

Options Setup: Menu shall provide operation set-
tings for the installed components.

System/Network Setup: Menu shall allow Unit to 
Unit (U2U) communication and setup for teamwork 
modes of operation (up to 32 units).

Teamwork Modes of Operation – Saves energy by 
preventing operation of units in opposite modes mul-
tiple units.

Auxiliary Boards: Menu shall allow setup of 
optional expansion boards.

Diagnostics/Service Mode: The iCOM™ control 
shall be provided with self-diagnostics to aid in trou-
bleshooting. The microcontroller board shall be diag-
nosed and reported as pass/not pass. Control inputs 
shall be indicated as on or off at the front display. 
Control outputs shall be able to be turned on or off 
from the front display without using jumpers or a 
service terminal. Each control output shall be indi-
cated by an LED on a circuit board.

Advanced Menus

Factory Settings: Configuration settings shall be 
factory-set based on the pre-defined component oper-
ation.

Change Passwords: Menu shall allow new pass-
words to be set or changed.

2.7.2 iCOM™ Microprocessor Control With 
Large Graphic Display (Optional)

The iCOM™ unit control with large graphic 
display shall include all of the features as the 
iCOM™ with small graphic display, except 
that it includes a larger graphical display and 
shall include the additional features of: Sys-
tem View, Spare Parts List, Unit Diary and 
Online Manual.

The iCOM™ control processor shall be micro-
processor based with a 320x240 dot matrix 
graphic front monitor display panel and con-
trol keys for user inputs mounted in an ergo-
nomic, esthetically pleasing housing.
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System View – Status Overview: “System View” 
shall display a summary of operation for the total 
number of operating units within a Unit-to-Unit 
(U2U) configuration.

Spare Parts List: Menu shall include a list of criti-
cal spare parts, their quantity and respective part 
numbers.

Setup Assistant: Menu shall include an online man-
ual “assistant” for guidance during initial setup and 
routine maintenance.

Unit Diary: Menu shall include a free field area 
within the unit memory where unit history may be 
stored for reference.

2.7.3 iCOM™ Wall Mount Large Graphic 
Display (Optional)

The iCOM™ Large Graphic Display Kit shall include 
an ergonomic, esthetically pleasing housing, a 
320x240 dot matrix graphic display and a 120V 
power supply. The Wall Mount Large Graphic Dis-
play shall be used to allow remote location of a “Sys-
tem View” display and all features of the Large 
Graphic Display: User, Service and Advanced menus 
for use with Liebert iCOM™ controlled products con-
nected for Unit to Unit (U2U) communications.

2.8 Dual Cooling Source

The dual cooling source system shall consist of an air 
or water cooled compressorized system with the addi-
tion of a chilled water coil, a modulating control valve 
and a comparative temperature sensor. The system 
shall be able to function either as a modulating 
chilled water system or as a compressorized system, 
or a combination of both. The primary mode of cooling 
shall be chilled water. Switchover between the two 
cooling modes shall be performed automatically by 
the microprocessor control. Four(4) pipes shall be 
included on water/glycol systems: Econ-O-Coil sup-
ply, Econ-O-Coil return, condenser supply and con-
denser return.

2.8.1 Dual Cooling Source Control Valve

The water circuit shall include a three-way modulat-
ing valve. The microprocessor positions the valve in 
response to room conditions. Cooling capacity will be 
controlled by bypassing chilled water around the coil. 
The modulating valve travel for dehumidification 
shall be proportional.

2.8.2 Cu/Ni Coil (Optional)

A 70/30 Cu-Ni Econ-O-Coil shall be provided for Dual 
Cooling units that applied to a cooling tower loop or 
other open water system.

2.8.3 Polymeric Coating on Econ-O-Coil and 
DX Coil (Optional)

The coil shall be coated with a high performance poly-
meric coating process to provide corrosion resistance 
within 2 to 12 pH range.

2.9.1 Non-Locking Disconnect Switch 
(Optional)

The manual disconnect switch shall be mounted in 
the high voltage section of the electrical panel. The 
switch shall be accessible with the door closed.

2.9.1 Locking Disconnect Switch (Optional)

The manual disconnect switch shall be mounted in 
the high voltage section of the electrical panel. The 
switch shall be accessible from the outside of the unit 
with the door closed and prevent access to the high 
voltage electrical components until switched to the 
“OFF” position.

2.9.2 High Temperature Sensor

The High Temperature Sensor shall be factory-
installed in the unit and shall be factory-set to 125°F 
(52°C). It shall immediately shut down the environ-
mental control system when activated. The High 
Temperature Sensor shall be mounted with the sens-
ing element in the return air.

2.9.3 Smoke Sensor (Optional)

The smoke sensor shall sample the return air, shut-
down the unit upon detection, and send visual and 
audible alarm. Dry contacts shall also be available. 
This smoke sensor is not intended to function as, or 
replace, any room smoke detection system that may 
be required by local or national codes. The smoke sen-
sor shall include a supervision contact closure.

2.9.4 Condensate Pump, Dual Float (Optional)

The condensate pump shall have a minimum capac-
ity of 145 GPH (548 l/h) at 20 ft. (58 kPa) head. It 
shall be complete with integral dual-float switches, 
pump and motor assembly and reservoir. The second-
ary float shall shut down the pump upon high water 
condition.

2.9.5 Low Voltage Terminal Package 
(Optional)

Factory-installed and wired terminals shall be pro-
vided for customer connection to lock out the reheat 
and humidifier upon contact closure. Two(2) extra N/
O common alarm contacts shall be provided. Two (2) 
extra remote shutdown terminals shall be provided.

2.9.6 Remote Humidifier Contact (Optional)

A pair of N/O contacts shall be provided for connec-
tion to a remote humidifier.

2.9.7 Main Fan Overload (Optional)

A pair of N/O contacts shall be factory-installed and 
wired to indicate Main Fan Overload.

2.9.8 Compressor Overload (Optional)

A pair of N/O contacts shall be factory-installed and 
wired to each compressor to indicate Compressor 
Overload.
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2.10 Air-Cooled Systems

The indoor evaporator unit shall include refrigerant 
piping, with a factory holding charge of nitrogen. The 
hot gas and liquid lines shall be spun shut and shall 
include a factory-installed pressure gauge. Field 
relief of the pressure gauge shall indicate a leak-free 
system.

2.10.1 Air-Cooled Condenser

The Liebert manufactured outdoor air cooled con-
denser shall be the low profile, multiple direct drive, 
propeller fan type. The condenser shall balance the 
heat rejection of the compressor at ____ °F (°C) ambi-
ent. The condenser shall be constructed of aluminum 
and contain a copper tube, aluminum fin coil 
arranged for (horizontal) (vertical) air discharge.

2.10.1.1 Fan Speed Control

The winter control system for the air cooled con-
denser shall be Liebert Fan Speed Control. The vari-
able speed motor shall operate from 0 to 230 volts 
single phase, 10 to 1050 RPM. It shall be designed 
with ball bearings, permanent lubrication, internal 
overload protection, 40°C rise at full speed, 65°C rise 
at 10 RPM. The control system shall be complete with 
transducers, thermostats and electrical control cir-
cuit, factory prepackaged in the integral condenser 
control box. The transducer shall automatically sense 
the highest head pressure of either operating com-
pressor and control the variable speed fan on the air 
cooled condenser to properly maintain the head pres-
sure. The fan speed control system shall provide posi-
tive startup and operation in ambient temperature as 
low as -20°F (-28.9°C). The air cooled condenser shall 
have a ____ volt, ____ ph ____ Hz power supply.

2.10.1.1 Lee-Temp System

The winter control system for the air cooled con-
denser shall be Lee-Temp. The Lee-Temp system 
shall allow startup and positive head pressure con-
trol with ambient temperatures as low as -30°F 
(-34.4°C). The Lee-Temp package shall include the 
following components for each refrigeration circuit: 
insulated receiver, pressure relief valve, head pres-
sure three-way control valve and rotalock valve for 
isolating the refrigerant charge. The Lee-Temp 
receiver shall be factory-insulated and mounted 
ready for the field connection to the air cooled con-
denser. The Lee-Temp heater shall require a sepa-
rate power supply of ____ volt, single phase

2.10.2 Quiet-Line Condenser (Optional)

Fan motors shall be 12-pole, 570 RPM, equipped with 
rain shields and permanently sealed ball bearings. 
Motors shall include built-in overload protection. 
Motors shall be rigidly mounted on die-formed galva-
nized steel supports. Disconnect switch shall be a 
standard feature.

2.10.3 Condenser Disconnect Switch 
(Optional)

A disconnect switch shall be factory-mounted and 
wired to the condenser control panel, accessible from 
the exterior (standard on Quiet-Line models).

2.10 Drycooler

The drycooler shall be the low profile, slow speed, 
multiple direct drive, propeller fan type. The dry-
cooler shall be constructed of aluminum and contain 
a copper tube aluminum fin coil with an integral elec-
tric control panel and disconnect switch. The dry-
cooler shall be designed for ____ °F (°C) ambient.

2.10.1 Pump Package

This system shall be provided with a centrifugal 
pump mounted in a weatherproof and vented enclo-
sure. The pump shall be rated for ____ GPM (l/s) at 
____ feet of head (kPa) and operate on ____ volt, 
3-phase, ____ Hz.

2.10.1 Dual Pump Package

The dual pump package shall include pumps, enclo-
sure, field mounted flow switch and a separate fac-
tory-wired control box (including a lead/ lag switch 
for the pumps). The standby pump shall automati-
cally start upon failure of the lead pump. Each pump 
shall be rated for ____ GPM (l/s) at ____ feet of head 
(kPa).

2.11 Liqui-tect Sensors

Provide ____ (quantity) solid state water sensors 
under the raised floor.

2.12 Floor Stand

The floor stand shall be constructed of a welded tubu-
lar steel frame. The floor stand shall have adjustable 
legs with vibration isolation pads. The floor stand 
shall be ____ inches (mm) high.

2.12.1 Floor Stand Turning Vane

A turning vane shall be supplied with the floor stand.

2.13 Plenum

The plenum shall be constructed of 20 gauge steel, 
powder coated to match unit color. The plenum shall 
be ___" high.

2.13.1 Top Return (Downflow)

The plenum open at the top and shall be attached to 
the top of the unit. Front panel shall be removal to 
allow access to filter section.
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3.0 EXECUTION

3.1 Installation of Precision Air 
Conditioning Units

3.1.1 General

Install precision air conditioning units in accordance 
with manufacturer’s installation instructions. Install 
units plumb and level, firmly anchored in locations 
indicated and maintain manufacturer’s recom-
mended clearances.

3.1.2 Electrical Wiring

Install and connect electrical devices furnished by 
manufacturer but not specified to be factory-
mounted. Furnish copy of manufacturer’s electrical 
connection diagram submittal to electrical contractor.

3.1.3 Piping Connections

Install and connect devices furnished by manufac-
turer but not specified to be factory-mounted. Fur-
nish copy of manufacturer’s piping connection 
diagram submittal to piping contractor.

3.1.4 Field Quality Control

Startup cooling units in accordance with manufac-
turer’s startup instructions. Test controls and demon-
strate compliance with requirements. These 
specifications describe requirements for a computer 
room environmental control system. The system shall 
be designed to maintain temperature and humidity 
conditions in the rooms containing electronic equip-
ment.

The manufacturer shall design and furnish all equip-
ment to be fully compatible with heat dissipation 
requirements.
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FROM DESIGN TO FINAL ASSEMBLY…
HERE’S WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

Everything we do is focused towards you…the customer. The Liebert design and manufacturing philosophy covers every aspect of

the product from advanced engineering…to providing detailed equipment drawings…to manufacturing quality in our ISO 9000 

certified production facilities…to assuring on-time delivery. We want you, your consultants and your contractors to depend on

Liebert and our ability to always meet your needs from start to finish. 

Manufacturing for durability —
Control over manufacturing process
is your assurance of product 
durability and performance.

Coil manufacturing — We 
are the only company in our 
business that makes its own
coils to assure quality.

Autophoretic coating of frames —
Assures complete coverage for 
maximum corrosion protection.

Making Sure You Always
Get The Right Solution

There are many places where Liebert

equipment is vital — such as computer

rooms, telecommunications centers, high

density Internet hosting sites, colocation

facilities and industrial control rooms. Our

application engineers are experienced in

all of these situations and can make sure

you always get a cooling solution that is

tailored to your exact needs. To help 

maximize the performance and energy

efficiency of the unit selected, they also

utilize tools such as TileFlow™, a simulation

software package for the improvement 

of airflow distribution in raised-floor 

data centers.

Building Code Approvals
Made Easy

Our standard 60Hz products are NRTL-C

listed/certified. NRTL-C meets both U.S.A.

and Canadian government safety 

standards, providing fast, hassle-free

inspection and building code approvals.

A Company-Wide
Commitment To
Excellence

Our employees take great pride 

in the products they build. Liebert 

products are manufactured under the

stringent manufacturing and quality 

control processes of ISO 9000 certification,

using the latest computer-controlled

equipment. All phases of production are

carefully monitored and controlled. 

Testing To Always 
Be The Best

Full scale analysis and evaluation of our

air conditioning products during all 

phases of development and production is

your assurance of the most advanced 

performance and highest quality. 

Final testing — Your assurance
that everything is done right.

Our state-of-the-art psychromatic 
laboratory allows us to test units 
under a wide variety of temperature 
and humidity conditions.
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Truly protecting complex computing 
and communications systems just can't
be done with a simple "out-of-the-box"
solution. Liebert helps you make the
smart decision — one that will 
consistently meet your requirements 
for availability and reliability.
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No organization in the world today has a better understanding of exactly what it takes to keep critical 

information and industrial processes operating continuously than Liebert.

We are the only company in this business that maintains a strong local presence of

Representatives, Distributors and Resellers. This resource, coupled with our broad product 

line, gives Liebert the ability to create a "tailored solution" that will meet your protection 

needs precisely and efficiently.

There are Liebert systems designed for nearly every application — from basic protection for 

network PCs, servers or point-of-sale terminals…to highly engineered systems for computer

rooms, telecommunications centers, Internet hosting sites, colocation facilities and industrial

control rooms. But no matter what the size or complexity, the availability of these critical 

electronic systems is Liebert’s primary focus.

With your purchase of a Liebert product, you are buying into a company that stands behind its

products. You are also aligning yourself with an organization that has a reputation for quality

and reliability that is second to none. 

After the sale, Liebert provides comprehensive support wherever and whenever it's needed,

with the largest service organization in the industry.

In the systems protection business it's when you need someone to count on that you find out

whether you’ve made the right choice. Liebert customers — many of them with us for over three

decades — already know how good their decision was.

TOTAL CONFIDENCE IN 
THE DECISION YOU'VE MADE.


